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Discrete-Dopant-Fluctuated Threshold Voltage Roll-Off

in Sub-16 nm Bulk Fin-Type Field Effect Transistors
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(Received October 2, 2007; accepted November 22, 2007; published online April 25, 2008)

The effect of the number and position of discrete dopants on device characteristics is crucial in determining the behavior of
nanoscale semiconductor devices. We explore the fluctuations of threshold voltage (Vth) roll-off in nanoscale bulk fin-type
field effect transistors (FinFETs) by a three-dimensional (3D) statistically full-scale ‘‘atomistic’’ device simulation technique.
The explored devices are of three different dimensions: 16, 22, and 30 nm3. Discrete dopants are statistically positioned into
the 3D channel region to explore associated carrier transport characteristics, concurrently capturing ‘‘dopant concentration
variation’’ and ‘‘dopant position fluctuation’’. For the device with a gate length of 16 nm, the Vth fluctuation of FinFETs is only
half that of planar metal–oxide–semiconductor (MOS) FET. Compared with planar MOSFETs, the bulk FinEFTs can
significantly suppress the fluctuation of Vth roll-off. The standard deviation of Vth is proportional to ðWLÞ�0:25, which is better
than the ðWLÞ�0:5 of planar devices. The superior immunity against fluctuation and the stable fluctuation of Vth roll-off indicate
the bulk FinFET to be a promising device for the sub-16 nm technology era. [DOI: 10.1143/JJAP.47.2580]
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1. Introduction

Ion implantation, diffusion and thermal annealing induce
significant characteristic fluctuations randomly in nano-
meter-scale metal–oxide–semiconductor field effect transis-
tors (MOSFETs). Various randomness effects have recently
been investigated both experimentally and theoretically.1–20)

Fluctuations of characteristics are caused not only by a
variation in the average doping density (which is associated
with a fluctuation in the number of dopants) but also by the
particular random distribution of dopants in the channel
region. Fluctuations will be very conspicuous when the
variations of the spatial scale of doping and the oxide
thickness become comparable to the device dimen-
sions.12,19,20) The International Roadmap for Semiconductors
has forecasted a transition from conventional bulk devices
to multiple-gate transistors as high-performance devices.21)

Accordingly, nanoscale devices with vertical channel struc-
tures, such as FinFETs, are of great interest.3,22–24) However,
channel doping must be employed to alter the threshold
voltage (Vth) in today’s semiconductor manufacturing
processes. Consequently, characteristic fluctuation, induced
by discrete dopants, continuously plays an important role in
these nanoscale devices including those fascinating devices.
Diverse approaches, such as small-signal analysis,10–12) drift-
diffusion,13–15) and Monte Carlo simulation16–18) have
recently been reported in studies of process-variation-
and random-dopant-induced characteristic fluctuations. As
MOSFETs shrink in size, unlike the electrostatic potential in
large MOSFETs, which is controlled by a cloud of remote
charges, the electrostatic potential of small MOSFETs is
dominated by only a few nearby charges whose contribu-
tions are large enough to be distinct. Many approaches5,9,13)

have been reported for the investigation of the dependence
of device scaling on discrete-dopant-induced fluctuation.
The fluctuation of Vth in planar MOSFETs is inversely
proportional to square root of the device area.5,9,13) However,
for bulk FinFET device, because of the variety of device
structures, the dependence of Vth fluctuation on the channel

area of the device has not been clearly investigated by three-
dimensional (3D) modeling and simulation.

In this study, we thus explore the fluctuations of Vth

roll-off in nanoscale bulk FinFETs by a 3D statistically
full-scale ‘‘atomistic’’ device simulation technique. The
explored devices are of three different dimensions: 16, 22,
and 30 nm3. The statistically sound 3D ‘‘atomistic’’ device
simulation is conducted using parallel computing sys-
tem.25–27) On the basis of statistically generated large-scale
doping profiles, each device simulation is performed by
solving a set of 3D drift-diffusion equations with quantum
corrections by the density gradient method.28–31) For the gate
length of 16 nm, the Vth fluctuation of FinFETs is only
half that of planar MOSFETs. Moreover, the bulk FinEFTs
can significantly suppress the fluctuation of Vth roll-off. The
fluctuation of Vth is proportional to ðWLÞ�0:25, which is better
than the ðWLÞ�0:5 of planar devices, where W and L are the
width and length of the channel, respectively. The superior
immunity against fluctuation and the stable fluctuation of
Vth roll-off indicate the bulk FinFET to be a promising
device for the sub-16 nm device era.

This article is organized as follows. In §2, we describe
the analyzing technique. In §3, we discuss the results for
the fluctuations of Vth roll-off in nanoscale bulk FinFETs.
Finally, conclusions are presented.

2. Simulation Methodology

The fluctuation of Vth is assumed to be resulted from
the randomness of ion implantation. The nominal channel
doping concentration of these devices is 1:48� 1018 cm�3.
They have a workfunction of 4.4 eV and a gate oxide
thickness of 1.2 nm. We consider three different channel
dimensions, 16, 22, and 30 nm3, of the explored device.
Outside the channel, the doping concentrations in the
source/drain and the background are 3� 1020 and 1�
1015 cm�3, respectively. Take a device with 30 nm3 channel
size as an example. For the channel region, to consider the
effect of a random fluctuation in the number and location of
discrete channel dopants, 5000 dopants are first generated in
a large cube with 150 nm3, in which the equivalent doping
concentration is 1:48� 1018 cm�3, as shown in Fig. 1(a).�E-mail address: ymli@mail.nctu.edu.tw
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The 150 nm3 cube is then partitioned into 125 subcuboids of
30 nm3. The number of dopants may vary from 26 to 55, and
the average number is 40, as displayed in Figs. 1(b) and
1(d), respectively. These 125 subcubes are then equivalently
mapped into the channel region of the device for the 3D
discrete dopant simulation, as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c).
The distributions of discrete dopant fluctuated cases for
22 nm and 16 nm gate lengths can be generated by a similar
approach, as show in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f). All statistically
generated discrete dopants are incorporated into the large-
scale 3D device simulation, which is conducted using a
parallel computing system.25–27) According to this analyzing
scenario, only channel dopants are treated discretely. The
doping concentrations remain continuous in the source/drain
region because the concentration of source/drain dopants
is two orders of magnitude greater than that of channel
dopants. However, as a consequence, the present simulations
give only qualitative results. Nevertheless, this approach
allows us to focus on the study of characteristic fluctuations
induced by the randomness in the number and position of

dopants in the channel simultaneously. The statistically
sound 3D ‘‘atomistic’’ device simulation technique is also
computationally cost-effective.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2(a) shows the large-scale statistically computed
results of the drain current (ID) as a function of the gate
voltage (VG) for the bulk FinFET device with gate length
(Lg) of 16 nm, where the red solid line presents the nominal
case (continuous doping profile: 1:48� 1018 cm�3) and the
dotted lines show the discrete dopant fluctuated cases. The
spread of the ID–VG curves indicates the magnitude of the
effect of discrete dopants. The characteristics of fluctuation
are further explored with respect to the on-state current (Ion),
off-state current (Ioff), and Vth, as shown in Figs. 2(b), 2(c),
and 2(d), respectively. From the random-dopant-number
point of view, the equivalent channel doping concentration
increases as the dopant number increases; this substantially
alters the Vth, Ion, and Ioff . Moreover, it is observed that even
for devices with the same numbers of dopants inside the
channel, the effect of random dopant position induces
different fluctuations of characteristics in spite of there being
the same number of dopants. Furthermore, the magnitude of
the spread characteristics increases as the number of dopants
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Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Discrete dopants randomly distributed in

150 nm3 cube with average concentration of 1:48� 1018 cm�3. There

will be 5000 dopants within the cube, but dopants may vary from 26 to 55

(average number is 40) within each of the 125 subcubes of 30 nm3 [(b)

and (d)]. The 125 sub cubes are then equivalently mapped into the

channel region for dopant position/number-sensitive simulation (c).

Similar statistically generated discrete-dopant distributions for 22- and

16-nm-gate length are shown in (e) and (f).
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Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) The characteristics of ID–VG, where the solid

line indicates the continuous (i.e., the nominal) case. The fluctuations of

(b) on-state current (Ion), (c) off-state current (Ioff), and (c) threshold

voltage (Vth) as a function of the number of dopants.
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increases. To explore the random-dopant-position-induced
Vth fluctuation, the on-state potential distributions of the
16 nm bulk FinFETs with six discrete dopants inside
the channel (average concentration: 1:48� 1018 cm�3), as
shown by the rectangle in Fig. 2(d), and the nominal case
(continuous doping profile: 1:48� 1018 cm�3) are investi-
gated and shown in Fig. 3, where the potential distributions
are 2 nm below the top and lateral gates. We note that the
Vth is determined from the current criterion that ID �
10�7ðW=LÞA. Because of the lack of discrete dopants
located near the channel surface, the device with minimal
Vth, as shown in Fig. 3(a), exhibits a larger potential
distribution than that in the nominal case, as shown in
Fig. 3(b). On the other hand, in a device with maximal Vth,

as shown in Fig. 3(c), there are four dopants located near
the surface of the channel. The corresponding potential
distributions near these dopants are significant decreased,
which significantly changes the electron conducting path.
The random dopant position induces rather different fluctu-
ations of characteristics in spite of there being the same
number of dopants. The results for the studied devices
with the same doping concentration of 1:48� 1018 cm�3 are
summarized in Table I. The maximum differences in Vth

induced by the discrete-dopant-position effect for 30, 22, and
16 nm gate lengths are then normalized with respect to
their nominal Vth, as plotted in Fig. 4. The result shows
a significant increase in discrete-dopant-position-induced
Vth fluctuation in nanoscale transistors.

Figure 5 shows the fluctuations of Vth for the 30-, 22-, and
16-nm-gate bulk FinFETs. All Vth’s of the studied devices
are normalized by their corresponding nominal Vth. As bulk
FinFETs shrink in size, the Vth scales with an increasing
fluctuation of Vth. In addition to the fluctuation of Vth, the
fluctuation of current is significant. Figure 6 shows the
Ion–Ioff characteristic fluctuations. For cases with similar Ion,
the maximum fluctuation of Ioff increases significantly as the
gate length is scaled down. The plot of Vth roll-off and
fluctuation of Vth against the gate length of bulk-FinFETs is
shown in Fig. 7. The Vth fluctuation of the 22- and 16-nm-
gate bulk FinFETs are 1.28 and 1.61 times larger than that of
the 30-nm-gate device. Fluctuation of Vth for bulk FinFETs
and planar MOSFETs are presented in Fig. 8. For the gate
length of 16 nm, the Vth fluctuation of FinFETs is only
half that of planar MOSFETs. Moreover, as gate length is
reduced from 30 to 16 nm, the fluctuation of Vth is increased
by 11 mV, which is better than the increase in the case of
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Fig. 3. (Color online) The on-state potential distributions of the 16 nm

bulk FinFETs with six discrete dopants inside the channel (average
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Table I. Threshold voltages of the studied devices with equivalent doping

concentration of 1:48� 1018 cm�3.

Technology node

(nm)

Nominal Vth

(V)

Maximum Vth

(V)

Minimum Vth

(V)

30 0.226 0.268 0.211

22 0.192 0.225 0.168

16 0.139 0.195 0.125
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are normalized by the corresponding nominal threshold voltage.
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planar MOSFETs, 27.3 mV. With varying variations of W

and L, the fluctuation of Vth, �Vth
, follows

�Vth
� ðWLÞ�� ; ð1Þ

where � is 0.5 for the planar MOSFETs.5,9,13) The depend-
ence factor of threshold voltage, ðWLÞ�� , is then plotted as a
function of �, as shown in Fig. 9(a). As � decreases, the
difference between 60 and 16 nm decreases. The difference

is greater than one order for � ¼ 1 and less than one
order for � ¼ 0:5. The dependence on device dimension is
eliminated at � ¼ 0, which means that the Vth fluctuation
will be constant regardless of the size of the device. Assume
the fluctuation of Vth for the 60-nm-gate device to be 1 mV.
Figure 9(b) shows the increase in Vth fluctuation as the
device becomes smaller. The fluctuation of Vth decreases as
� decreases. According to this relationship and the afore-
mentioned results, the � factor of the bulk FinFETs on
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device dimension is then fitted to be 0.25. For the device
with 16 nm gate length, the fluctuation of device with
� ¼ 0:5, as shown in Fig. 9(b), is about two times larger
than that of � ¼ 0:25, which is similar to the results in
Fig. 8. The bulk FinFETs shows superior immunity against
fluctuation and less sensitivity to device size, which
indicates the bulk FinFET to be a promising device for the
sub-16 nm device era.

4. Conclusions

The dependence of discrete-dopants-induced threshold
voltage fluctuation roll-off on the size of nanoscale bulk
FinFETs has been statistically explored by a full-scale
3D atomistic simulation technique. Discrete dopants were
statistically positioned into 3D channel regions, 16, 22, and
30 nm3, to explore the associated carrier transport character-
istics, concurrently capturing ‘‘dopant concentration varia-
tion’’ and ‘‘dopant position fluctuation’’. The dependence of
the threshold voltage fluctuation of bulk FinFETs on device
dimension was empirically fitted as �Vth

� ðWLÞ�0:25, which
is superior to that of planar MOSFETs, �Vth

� ðWLÞ�0:5. The
preliminary results indicate the bulk FinFETs can not only
provide better immunity against discrete-dopant-induced
threshold voltage fluctuations, but also show less sensitivity
to device size than planar MOSFETs. The superior
immunity against fluctuation and the more stable fluctuation
of threshold voltage roll-off indicate the bulk FinFET to be a
promising device for the sub-16 nm era.

We have noted that the study will be more interesting
if we can separately calculate the dependences of Vth

fluctuation on W and L of the device. However, this
statistically sound large-scale 3D simulation requires huge
central processing unit time; for example, it required about 3
months to examine the three technology nodes described
herein (because we had to perform 375 3D simulations in
total). According to our estimation, it will take about 9
months to independently consider the effects of W and L of
the device on Vth fluctuation. We are planning to conduct
such an investigation and will include discussion on the W

and L dependences of Vth fluctuation in our future work.
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